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Caravan Starter Kit
Check it out! We’ve included in one kit everything 
you need to get your Caravan program started! As 
the Director, order an extra so that you always have 
what you need on hand.

 CCZZCV-100  $99.99 

Includes a Sample:

 Publicity Items

 Decoration

 Essential student items

 Record form

 Care Cards

Includes:

 Caravan Planning Book

  Implementing A New 
Caravan Ministry

  Three Guide books: Searcher, 
Explorer and Adventurer

  Six student books! 
(1 for each year)

  Three “You can be a 
Caravan” Student Mini-Books
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Badge Goals give 
a quick overview of 
the objectives for 
each badge.

Every badge in the 
Caravan program has 
a Bible Basis.

Game Plan provides 
an overview of the 
entire badge.

Badge 
Requirements 
clearly outline what 
it takes to earn 
each skill badge.

The Ministry 
Project option
gives Caravan kids 
hands-on ministry 
experience.

Ages 3-6
Tell Me the Story teaches 3-6 year olds to learn about 
and remember Bible stories, engage in fun activities 
and participate in exciting songs and videos. Each kit 
includes a year’s worth of materials.

Searcher (Grades 1&2)
First and second graders can learn valuable life skills as 
Searchers, such as Bike Safety, Friends, Art, Prayer, Cooking, 
Camping and more!

Explorer (Grades 3&4)
Explorers can learn even more valuable life skills 
and about the Christian life while earning badges 
that contribute to their mental, physical, spiritual 
and social well-being. At the same time, they can 
learn about eight of the Articles of Faith in the 
Church of the Nazarene and four Core Values!

Adventurer (Grades 5&6)
Adventurers, fifth and sixth Graders, learn practical ways 
to serve others with God’s love along the way! They 
learn to use their talents and gifts to serve God!

The 
Badge Planner 
gives a birds-
eye view of each 
stand-alone ses-
sion.

Leader’s Guide Snapshot
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An Old Testament Journey for Little Learners CCZZ978-0-8341-2686-2 $149.99

A New Testament Journey for Little Learners CCZZ978-0-8341-2821-7 $149.99A New Testament Journey for Little Lear

Tell Me the Story
Each Tell Me the Story kit includes 26 units of materials, each unit 
consisting of 2 weeks’ worth of activities. Little learners will enjoy the 
videos, songs and activity sheets that go along with the lessons. Each kit 
includes an entire year of curriculum. 

Each kit includes:
• Leader’s Guide (both a printed & PDF version)
• Activity Sheets (enough for 8 kids)
• Timeline Picture Set
• Enhanced DVD
          - 13 Video Bible Stories
          - 6 Songs

Student Activity Sheets
Additional activity sheets are available. Each packet contains 26 lessons for each child. Or choose the downloadable option at 
WordAction.com and receive unlimited printing and copying privileges for your local church.

Tell Me the Story Student Activity Sheets – Old Testament CCZZ978-0-8341-2720-3 $8.99 (each)

Tell Me the Story Student Activity Sheets – New Testament CCZZ978-0-8341-2822-4 $8.99 (each)

Downloadable Tell Me the Story Activity Sheets – Old Testament  $149.99

Downloadable Tell Me the Story Activity Sheets –New Testament   $149.99



Searcher Guide
The Searcher Guide book includes all the necessary 
information for program planning, activities, awards, 
teaching  suggestions, badge requirements, uniform 
layouts, and general policies &  guidelines. Plus, it 
includes helpful info on this age group.

 Searcher Guide: Leader’s Handbook-for grades 1 & 2
 CCZZ978-0-8341-2123-2 $14.99 each

Searcher Student Books 
Order one per child! A Searcher’s guide to study the
four primary areas of Christian living: social, mental, 
physical, and spiritual. Also includes all Searcher 
badge activities!

Searcher Hunter CCZZ978-0-8341-2124-9    $9.99 each
Searcher Quester CCZZ978-0-8341-2125-6    $9.99 each

You can be a Caravan Searcher
Give your visitors a book of their own to 
follow along for the first visit or two. Show 
them how much fun Caravan is!

 CCZZCV-400   $3.49 (pkg. of 10)

A. Searcher T-Shirts!
 100% cotton
 Small CCZZCV-1050S   
   $8.99 each
 Medium CCZZCV-1050M   
   $8.99 each
 Large CCZZCV-1050L    
   $8.99 each
 X-Large CCZZCV-1050XL   
   $8.99 each

Additional Adult and Children’s sizes 
available. Call us for more information! 

B.  Searcher Puppy Water 
Bottle

 CCZZCV-1009  $2.50 each

C. Searcher Puppy Pencils
 CCZZCV-1002 $7.99 (pkg. of 12)

D. Searcher Puppy Stickers
 2.5" in diameter
 CCZZCV-1018 $4.99 (pkg. of 48)

E. Searcher Puppy Magnet
 CCZZCV-1029  $1.49 each

Searcher Puppy Door Poster
Featuring the Searcher Puppy, these full-color 
posters look awesome on your kids’ bedroom 
doors or in your Caravan room at church! Makes 
a great gift! 12"x17"

 CCZZCV-1006  $0.99 each
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Available 
in Canary 

Yellow!

A

C

D
E

B
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Explorer Guide
The Explorer Guide book includes all the necessary 
information for program planning, activities, awards, 
teaching suggestions, badge requirements, uniform 
layouts, and general policies & guidelines for grades 
3 & 4. Plus, it includes helpful info on this age group. 

 Explorer Guide: Leader’s Handbook-for grades 3 & 4
 CCZZ978-0-8341-2120-1 $14.99 each

Explorer Student Books 
Order one per student! An Explorer’s 
guide to study the four primary areas of 
Christian living: social, mental, physical, 
and spiritual. Also includes all Explorer 
badge activities!

 Explorer Sentry CCZZ978-0-8341-2121-8 
    $9.99 each
 Explorer Scout CCZZ978-0-8341-2122-5 
    $9.99 each

You can be a Caravan Explorer
Give your visitors a book of their own to follow 
along for the first visit or two. Show them how much 
fun Caravan is!

 CCZZCV-600   $3.49 (pkg. of 10)

Explorer Moose Door Poster
Featuring the Explorer Moose, these full-color 
posters look awesome on your kids’ bedroom 
doors or in your Caravan room at church! 
Makes a great gift! 12"x17"

 CCZZCV-1007 $0.99 each

B

D

A

A. Explorer T-Shirts!
 100% cotton
 Small CCZZCV-1049S     $8.99 each
 Medium CCZZCV-1049M    $8.99 each
 Large CCZZCV-1049L     $8.99 each
 X-Large CCZZCV-1049XL   $8.99 each

Additional Adult and Children’s sizes 
available. Call us for more informa-
tion!

B. Explorer Moose Pencils
 CCZZCV-1003 $7.99 (pkg. of 12)

C. Explorer Moose Stickers
 2.5" in diameter
 CCZZCV-1019 $4.99 (pkg. of 48)

D. Explorer Moose Magnet
 CCZZCV-1030  $1.49 each

C

Available 
in Light 

Blue!
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Adventurer Guide
The Adventurer Guide includes all the necessary 
 information for program planning, activities, awards, 
teaching suggestions, badge requirements, uniform 
layouts, and general policies & guidelines. Plus, it 
includes helpful info on this age group.

 Adventurer Guide: Leader’s Handbook-for grades 5 & 6
 CCZZ978-0-8341-2117-1 $14.99 each

Adventurer Student Books 
An Adventurer’s guide to study the four primary
areas of Christian living: social, mental, physical, 
and spiritual. Also includes all Adventurer 
badge activities!

 Adventurer Pathfinder CCZZ978-0-8341-2118-8 $9.99 each 
 Adventurer Trailblazer CCZZ978-0-8341-2119-5 $9.99 each

You can be a Caravan Adventurer
Give your visitors a book of their own to follow along for the first 
visit or two. Show them how much fun Caravan is!

 CCZZCV-800   $3.49 (pkg. of 10)

Adventurer Gecko Door Poster
Featuring the Adventurer Gecko, these full-color 
posters look awesome on your kids’ bedroom doors 
or in your Caravan room at church! Makes a great 
gift! 12"x17"

 CCZZCV-1008 $0.99 each

A. Adventurer T-Shirts!
 100% cotton
 Small CCZZCV-1048S $8.99 each
 Medium CCZZCV-1048M $8.99 each
 Large CCZZCV-1048L $8.99 each
 X-Large CCZZCV-1048XL $8.99 each

Additional Adult and Children’s sizes 
available. Call us for more information!

B. Adventurer Gecko Water Bottle
 CCZZCV-1011 $2.50 each

C. Adventurer Gecko Pencils
 CCZZCV-1004 $7.99 (pkg. of 12)

D. Adventurer Gecko Stickers
 2.5" in diameter
 CCZZCV-1020 $4.99 (pkg. of 48)

E. Adventurer Gecko Magnet
 CCZZCV-1031 $1.49 each

A

B

D E

C

Available in Lime Green!
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Grand Prix Pinewood Derby Car Kit
Build the coolest, fastest racer for this timeless Caravan event! 
Each kit contains one car body with wheels and axles.

 CCZZH-1623   $3.99 each

Derby Template/Decal
Transform your derby car into a hot rod! Templates each provide an  outline to 
trace and follow. Comes complete with matching decals.

 $3.99 Each

Contest Ribbons
Excellent for awarding teams or individual kids for special contests and events.

Each set includes 1 set of  First, Second, and 
Third Place ribbons. 

 2" x 6.5"
 CCZZC-333  $0.99 (set of 3)

CCZZCV-1022
Indy Speedster

CCZZCV-1026
Pickup

CCZZCV-1023 
Turbo Python

CCZZCV-1025 
Hot Rod

CCZZCV-1027
Stock Car

Caravan Scarf Slide
Full-color metal slide keeps the scarf 
neatly in place.

 CCZZCV-6062 $14.99 (pkg. of 6)

Caravan Sash
Hard work pays off when Explorers and Adventurers 
wear their colorfully decorated navy blue sash on 
formal occasions.

 Size 6” x 34”  
 CCZZCV-6605B $8.99 each

The scarf and sash are to be worn with a white polo or button-up 
dress shirt to  complete the formal Caravan uniform.

Caravan Scarf 
Worn on special occasions, this attractive 
navy blue scarf allows Searchers to display 
the full-color badges and awards they’ve 
earned.   

 CCZZCV-4001 $5.99 each
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Worship Center Flag Set
These 12" x 18" flags on 31" poles are a terrific resource 
for Caravan openings, closings, and award ceremonies!

 U.S. & Christian   CCZZE-195 $21.99 each

Deluxe Flag Desk Set
This set of flags is perfect for any Caravan room or 
director’s office!

 6" tall
 U.S. & Christian   CCZZE-26  $19.50 each
 Canadian & Christian CCZZE-26C $19.50 each

The Phineas F. Bresee Award is the crowning 
achievement of the Caravan program.

CCZZCV-6600  $11.99

A Boy, A Boxcar, and 
A Buggy
This book tells the story of Phineas F. 
Bresee and his life. Required reading 
for the Explorers in their 3rd and 4th 
year, this book is usually used as part 
of the requirements for the Phineas 
F. Bresee award, all  students are 
encouraged to read this as they learn 
church history.

*required reading for Explorer Scout 
CCZZ978-0-8341-2149-2 $8.99 each
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Caravan Invitation Postcards
A great way to make kids feel special, 
send out invitations to join your 
Caravan program! Customizable 3.5" x 5.5"

 CCZZCV-1036  $9.99 (pkg. of 50)

Caravan Appreciation Postcards
These postcards are a great way to keep in touch and let kids, parents, and  volunteers know 
how much you appreciate them. Blank on reverse 3.5" x 5.5" 

 CCZZCV-1032  $9.99 (pkg. of 50)

Caravan “We Missed You” Postcards
Let kids know that you missed them and keep them coming back! Blank on reverse 3.5" x 5.5"

 CCZZCV-1033  $9.99 (pkg. of 50)

Caravan Outreach Door Hangers
Paint your whole neighborhood and let everyone know what’s happening 
at your church! Full-color and customizable, use these all over town to let 
kids know what’s happening. 3.5" x 8.25" 

 CCZZCV-1035  $9.99 (pkg. of 48)

Caravan Promotional Poster
Promote your Caravan Program with these full-color posters at your church and in your 
community to invite kids, recruit volunteers, or spread the news! 17" x 24" 

 CCZZCV-1034  $1.99 each
 CCZZCV-1034PK  $8.99 (pkg. of 5)

Caravan Follow-up Postcards
Keep kids coming! Send them a postcard to let them know you’ve been thinking about them 
and stay in touch. 3.5" x 5.5" Customizable

 CCZZCV-1037  $9.99 (pkg. of 50)

Caravan Outdoor Banner
Shout it out to your whole community. . . your church has a program to point kids in the direction of 
Christ! Giant-sized poly banner pops with exciting color!
3' x 6' Grommeted for easy mounting

 CCZZCV-1038 $29.99 each

Caravan Bulletin
Use this customizable bulletin for 
your award ceremonies, special 
church  services,  recruiting 
volunteers, and other special 
 occasions or events.

 CCZZCV-495  $8.99 (pkg. of 50)
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Caravan Planning Book
Everything a guide needs for 
planning and  organizing lessons, 
projects, and activities. Also 
contains useful monthly calendars.

 CCZZCV-5203 $4.99 each

Caravan Attendance Chart
This colorful 17" x 24" chart makes it easy to visually 
track attendance of your Caravan kids.

 CCZZCV-1040  $1.99 each

Caravan Six-Year Individual 
Record Form
Easy to use, one-page record form displays 
the requirements for the entire 6 years of 
the Caravan program. Order one per child.

 CCZZCV-5200  $2.49 (pkg. of 10)

Caravan Badge Poster 
This colorful poster shows you and your 
Caravan kids all of the reward badges of the 
Caravan program. Motivate your kids to achieve by 
showing them what they will earn!

 17" x 24" 
 CCZZCV-1000 $1.99 each       

Implementing a New Caravan Ministry
This resource covers everything to begin a Caravan Ministry. 
Topics include necessary startup procedures, recruiting, 
training workers, planning for  ceremonies, and more!

 CCZZ978-0-8341-2148-5 $8.99 each

Caravan Name Badges 
A perfect way to get to know your students and to maintain 
security for your Caravan group. You can even note allergies 
and emergency contact info on the back for easy reference!

 CCZZCV-1015  $6.99 (pkg. of 50)
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Caravan Polos 
Caravan leaders get their own shirts, too! 100% cotton navy 
blue polo shown at left.

   Director  Guide 
 Small   CCZZCV-1046S CCZZCV-1047S
 Medium  CCZZCV-1046 M CCZZCV-1047M
 Large  CCZZCV-1046L CCZZCV-1047L
 X-Large  CCZZCV-1046XL CCZZCV-1047XL
 $20.99 each   Additional sizes available

Caravan Stainless Steel
Travel Mug
Now you can put coffee or tea in your 
official Caravan mug! Makes a great gift 
for guides or leaders!

 CCZZCV-1012  $9.99 each

Embroidered 
Sandwich Bill Hat
Great gift for all the 
Guides that faithfully 
help each week! 
Embroidered Port & 
Company Sandwich 
Bill Hat. Navy with white trim. One size fits all. 
Caravan Est. 1946.

 CCZZCVB-HAT  $10.95 each

Caravan Cinch Pack
Celebrate Pointing Kids in the 
Direction of Christ by giving them 
their very own cinch pack. Kids and 
Guides will enjoy having this popular 
Caravan bag to use.

Port and Company, Cinch Pack

100% oxford nylon, 210 denier

Dyed to match draw cord closure 
lets bag double as backpack. 

 Caravan Logo  
 CCZZCVB-PACK $9.95 each
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Caravan Tote Bag
Carry it all to and from your 
meetings with this ideal 
heavy canvas bag! Order one 
for each of the Guides!

 CCZZCV-1013 $9.99 each

Caravan Guide Gift Pen
Everyone likes to be appreciated. Appreciate those that help make Caravan a 
success each week by giving them a gift of appreciation. A tangible reminder of 
why they do what they do—Pointing Kids in the Direction of Christ! Each pen will 
come packaged in a gift box. For only $4.99! 
Limited quantity available—Order today!

 CCZZCV-1110  $4.99 each

Caravan Embroidered Tee
Available in colors that coordinate with the Children’s 
t-shirts. Embroidered on the front of each T-shirt is the 
Caravan Logo, Est. 1946. For those weekly meetings and 
informal times. Easily recognize which group belongs 
together.

 Adults S-XL*  $12.99 each
 CCZZCVB-SB Sand
 CCZZCVB-G  Lime Green
 CCZZCVB-YZ  Canary Yellow
 CCZZCVB-B  Light Blue
 *Additional Sizes Available. Contact WordAction.
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Caravan Stainless Steel Travel Mug
Now you can put coffee or tea in your official 
Caravan mug! Makes a great gift for guides or 
leaders!

 CCZZCV-1012 $9.99 each

Caravan Magnet
Give to each guide as a reminder that they 
are an important part of Pointing Kids in 
the Direction of Christ! Sticks on any metal 
surface.

 Caravan Logo  
 CCZZCV-1028 $1.49 each

Caravan Pencils
These brightly colored pencils add a touch 
of fun as a reward for kids or for volunteers 
to use in meetings!

 Caravan Logo  
 CCZZCV-1001 $7.99 (pkg. of 12)

Caravan Stickers 
Stick em’ anywhere—bikes, lockers, 
notebooks, desks, wherever you 
want! 

 CCZZCV-1017 $4.99 (pkg. of 48)

Caravan Safety Lanyard 
Use this cool lanyard to hold 
those Caravan Name Badges. 
Safety Release Clasp.

 CCZZCV-1016 $1.99 each

Caravan Hacky-Sack 
Have a kickin’ good time with this 
Caravan imprinted Hacky-Sack!

 CCZZCV-1021 $1.99 each

Caravan Logo Badge
This colorful logo badge will look great on any 
scarf, sash or backpack. Makes a great gift for 
any Caravan student or guide!

 CCZZCV-200  $1.05 each
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It’s more than a story.

It’s God’s story.

It’s our story.

Imagine what might happen if your kids embraced the 
life of faith as an epic adventure! From Genesis through 
Revelation, Epic is a chronological curriculum that brings 
the Biblical narrative to life, helping kids to fi nd their own 
special place in God’s amazing story.

View samples and order online at Epicstory.com 
or call 1.800.877.0700. 15
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Check us out on the web!

www.caravanministry.com

Everyone likes to be appreciated. Appreciate 
those that help make Caravan a success each 
week by giving them a gift of appreciation. A 
tangible reminder of why they do what they do—
pointing kids in the direction of Christ!

Each pen will come packaged in a gift box. For only 
$4.99! Limited quantity available—Order today!

 CCZZCV-1110 $4.99 each
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